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Abstract. The in¯uence of the La-concentration (0.1± 8 mole-%) on the FR/FT-ratio and the c/a-ratio of mixed

oxide derived stoichiometric and 3 mole-% PbO excess containing PZT with a Zr/Ti-ratio near the morphotropic

phase boundary (53/47) was investigated by quantitative X-ray diffraction analysis. Temperature dependent X-ray

diffraction measurements showed a decrease of the Curie-temperature for La-additions 4 0.5 mole-% but an

increase for very low La-amounts (0.1 and 0.2 mole-%) in comparison to undoped samples. Obviously this

phenomenon indicates the in¯uence of La-dopants on the vacancy concentration and thereby on the stability of the

crystal structure. The change in vacancy concentration leads to a different densi®cation behavior for undoped and

doped samples which could be shown by dilatometric measurements. The observations were ®nally correlated to

measurements of dielectric constants and coupling factors which additionally show a strong dependence on the

PbO excess and the microstructure ( porosities, grain sizes and chemical inhomogeneities) of PZT ceramics.

Keywords: quantitative X-ray diffraction analysis, FR/FT-ratio, c/a-ratio, Curie-temperature, La-doping,

microstructural and electromechanical properties

1. Introduction

Cooling a PZT solid solution with a composition near

the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) below its

Curie-temperature �TC� induces a phase transforma-

tion from the paraelectric cubic �PC� to the

ferroelectric rhombohedral �FR� and ferroelectric

tetragonal �FT� PZT modi®cation [1]. Simultane-

ously with the transformation occurs a distortion of

the unit cells which is of different cristallographic

directions for the FT - �f001g-direction� and for the

FR-phase �f111g-direction� [2,3]. For undoped

FT PZT (45/55) Endriss [3] measured by means

of Bragg-Brentano X-ray diffraction a c/a-ratio of

1.0332(1) whereas the FR-modi®cation (60/40)

showed a d111/d111 ratio of only 1.007. However, for

an undoped morphotropic composition with a

Zr/Ti-ratio of 53/47 the c/a- ratio of the FT-

modi®cation decreases to 1.023 [4] and the typical

strong overlapping of the FT�200�-, FT�002�- and

FR�200�-peaks in the range of 43� � 2Y� 46� could

be observed. Furthermore, donor and acceptor doped

PZT ceramics (La, Nd, Nb, Ta, Ag) show a decrease

of the c/a-ratio and the Curie-temperature �TC�
[1,2,4,5]. For soft PZT, Thomann [6], and Heywang

and SchoÈfer [7] attribute this effect to the formation of

Pb-vacancies which are created in order to obey the

electroneutrality condition in the perovskite lattice.

The Pb-vacancies partially disturb the coupling of

Ti�Zr�22O-chains and the more covalent bonded

Pb22O-coordination polyhedra. Due to this fact,

donor doping lowers the c/a-ratio which consequently

results in a decrease of the spontaneous polarization

�Ps� and the Curie-temperature �TC�. In addition,

Thomann [6] and Wersing et al. [8] stated that there is

a continuous increase of piezoelectricity in the

tetragonal phase from pure PbTiO3 towards the

phase boundary which is accompanied by an increase

of dielectric permittivity. This holds not only for e33

measured parallel to the piezoelectric axis, but also for



e11 measured perpendicular to the axis. Wersing et al.

[8] has shown that the microscopic permittivity e*33,

i.e., parallel to the spontaneous polarization within a

single domain, is signi®cantly smaller than the

microscopic permittivity e*11 and depends on com-

position. As the measured macroscopic permittivity

e33 can be calculated as a mixture of the microscopic

ones the permittivity e33 is dominated by e*11. The

authors [6,8] explain this behavior in terms of

stereochemistry. In PbTiO3 only one of the three

rectangular Ti22O-chain systems is polarized,

whereas the other ones are kinked. With increased

substitution of Zr for Ti, the tetragonal lattice

distortion becomes smaller. The perpendicular

Ti22O-chains are less kinked and consequently they

are more polarizable developing a higher polariz-

ability and permittivity e*11. Beside the Zr/Ti-content

the dopant concentration strongly in¯uence the c/a-

ratio which additionally alter the polarizability.

However, not only the unit cell distortion is of

importance for the resulting polarizability but also the

domain wall mobility which differs strongly in soft

and hard PZT ceramics.

It is known that donor-doped PZT ceramics with a

morphotropic composition reveal the best dielectric

properties [9±12] and most of the investigations were

done in the system PbO-ZrO2-TiO2-La2O3 �Nd2O3�
[9,12±14]. For example an addition of La stabilizes

the FT-phase [10,12,13] which strongly in¯uences the

electromechanical properties (e and kp) [2,12±14].

However, former investigations in La- and Nd-doped

PZT systems showed that an addition of very low

dopant concentrations (50:5 mole-%) lead to high

porosities and therefore to low and unreproducible

electromechanical properties [12,14]. Consequently,

in terms of application, those compositions were not

of interest and no further investigations have been

performed.

The purpose of this paper is not an optimization of

PZT-ceramics with different Zr/Ti-ratios and La-

contents, but a detailed quantitative X-ray diffraction

analysis of the FR/FT-ratio, the c/a-ratio and the TC in

La-doped (0.1±8 mole-%) stoichiometric and 3 mole-

% PbO-excess containing PZT ceramics, in order to

study the in¯uence of the composition on the

microstructural development (porosity, grain size

and chemical homogeneity) and the related electro-

mechanical properties. Although it is well known that

the MPB shifts with an increasing La-content, the Zr/

Ti-ratio was kept constant at 53/47. Nevertheless, the

shift of the MPB could be indirectly studied by

measuring the FR/FT-ratio of the corresponding

samples.

2. Experimental Procedure

Stoichiometric and 3 mole-% PbO excess con-

taining PZT samples �Pb1ÿ 3xLa2x�Zr1ÿ yTiy�O3�
with different Zr/Ti-ratios and La-concentrations

�0.001� � � 0.08� were prepared by the conven-

tional mixed oxide process. The La-ions were

supposed to substitute only A-site ions. The oxides

(PbO,1 ZrO2,2 TiO2
3and La2O3

4) were homogenized

for 3 h by attrition milling using ZrO2 balls and

isopropanol as milling media. After drying in a

rotation evaporator, the powder mixtures were

calcined in air at 850�C for 2 h. The as-received

PZT solid solutions were subsequently treated in

isopropanol for 4 h in a ball mill to break up the

agglomerates. The dried and sieved powders were

afterwards consolidated into green compacts of

15 mm thickness and 10 mm diameter by using

rubber moulds and cold isostatic pressing at

630 MPa. Sintering was performed in an oxygen

atmosphere in a PbZrO3� 8 wt.-% ZrO2-powder bed

in order to establish a constant PbO vapor pressure

during densi®cation [15]. The sintering temperature

was 1200�C and the isothermal sintering time was

kept constant for 2 h.

X-ray analysis were performed using a D5000, Fa.

Siemens with Bragg-Brentano geometry, Cu-Ka1-

radiation and a goniometer speed of 0.02�/20 s in

order to calculate the FT- and FR-content, the volume

of the unit cells �VUC� and the c/a-ratios of the sintered

samples. The measuring time gives counting rates �n�
of approximately 3000 C/20 s resulting in an average

error of R5 1.8%:

R�%� � 1������������
nReflex

p ?100 �1�

The FT- and FR-contents were quanti®ed by the

intensities of the overlapping FT�200�-, FT�002�- and

FR�200�-peaks in the angle range of 43� 2Y� 46�

using least square re®nement with Lorentzian pro®le

functions. For the determination of the FR-phase

content the following equation was used:

xFR
�

IInt
FR�200�

IInt
FT�200� � IInt

FT�002� � IInt
FR�200�

�2�
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Curie-temperature measurements were performed in

the temperature range of 30±400�C with a Guinier

diffractometer [16,17] (Cu-Ka, 45 kV and 80 mV). In

order to avoid any surface texture effects [5,18,19] all

measurements were done on sintered, powderized

and heat treated (500�C/4 h) solid solutions.

The electrical properties were investigated on

poled and unpoled discs with a diameter of 8 mm

and a thickness of 0.5 mm. The poling was performed

at 150�C and 3 kV/mm in SF6 gas. Dielectric

constant and coupling factor measurements were

carried out with a Wayne-Kerr B905 bridge

and a HP 4195A, respectively. The microstructures

were studied by a scanning electron microscope

(Stereoscan 200, Cambridge Instruments, England)

of polished and etched surfaces. The grain sizes and

relative densities were determined by quantitative

image analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Densi®cation Behavior

Figure 1 shows the relative density, determined by

quantitative image analysis, as a function of the

additive content. Samples containing low La additions

(0.1 and 0.2 mole-%) reveal a higher porosity (12.6%

and 11.7%, respectively) than the undoped or

� 0.5 mole-% La-containing ones. However, a

comparison of stoichiometric and PbO excess con-

taining samples clearly shows a higher densi®cation

for stoichiometric compositions (Fig. 1). In general

the densities of stoichiometric samples with

� 0.5 mole-% La-content are 4 98.5% and slightly

lower for La-concentrations 4 4 mole-% (approxi-

mately 97.5%). The additive dependency of the grain

size shows the inverse tendency of the relative density

plot (Fig. 2). The grain size reveals a maximum for

stoichiometric samples with 0.2 mole-% La-additions

(9.25 mm). An increase of La-content up to 3 mole-%

leads to a continuous decrease in grain sizes

independent of the PbO-content (0.91 mm for

stoichiometric compositions and 0.80 mm for samples

with PbO excess) but no further signi®cant difference

could be observed for higher dopant concentrations

(Fig. 2).

3.2. X-ray Diffraction Analyses and
Microstructure

X-ray diffraction patterns of undoped PZT with

different Zr/Ti-ratios are shown in Fig. 3.

Compositions with a high Zr-content (60 mole-%)

and a low Zr-content (45 mole-%) show a single

phase rhombohedral �FR� and tetragonal �FT� solid

solution, respectively. To ®nd the optimal morpho-

tropic composition which is approximately at a FR/FT-

ratio of 50/50, PZT solid solutions with Zr/Ti- ratios

0.52�Zrx� 0.55 were prepared (Fig. 3). The FR/FT-

ratios were calculated by least square re®nement with

Lorentzian pro®le functions of the overlapping

FT�200�-, FT�002�- and FR�200�-peaks. Figure 4 shows

as an example the re®nement of each peak intensity

and the corresponding sum of the Lorentzian curves.

Obviously the sum of the curves ®ts well with the

experimental data and the Zr/Ti-ratio for an optimal

morphotropic composition was determined at 53/47.

Fig. 1. In¯uence of La-content on the relative density. Fig. 2. In¯uence of La-content on the grain size.
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PZT solid solutions with a ®xed Zr/Ti-ratio of 53/

47 and different amounts of La �0.001� � � 0.08�
were prepared to analyze the in¯uence of donor

doping on the shift of the morphotropic phase

boundary. The corresponding X-ray diffraction

patterns in the angle range of 43� � 2Y� 46� with

the typical overlapping of the FT�200�-, FT�002�- and

FR�200�-peaks are shown in Fig. 5. The patterns clearly

show that an increase of La leads to a change of the

FR/FT-ratio. A quanti®cation of the FR/FT-ratios was

achieved by using the experimental peak intensities

and the peak re®nement already described for

undoped samples. The calculated FT-phase content

is illustrated in Fig. 6. In comparison to the undoped

PZT solid solution all La-doped samples reveal a

higher FT-phase content. However, no continuous

increase of the FT-phase could be observed with

increasing additive content. For samples with low La-

concentrations (0.1 and 0.2 mole-%) the FT-content

is higher than for La-additions of 0.5 to 3 mole-%.

The FT-content increases again for additive con-

tents4 3 mole-%.

Additionally the lattice parameters of the FT�200�-,
FT�002�- and FR�200�-peaks were determined on basis

of the re®ned data. For the FT-phase the resulting c/a-

ratios and the corresponding volume of the unit cells

Vuc are shown in Fig. 7 and Table 1. The Vuc for the

Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction pattern of a undoped PZT solid solution

with a Zr/Ti-ratio of 53/47 and a least square re®nement with

Lorentzian pro®le functions of the overlapping FT�002�-, FT�200�-
and FR�200�-peaks.

Fig. 5. X-ray diffraction patterns of stoichiometric PZT solid

solutions with a Zr/Ti-ratio of 53/47 and different La-

concentrations.

Fig. 6. In¯uence of La-content on the FR/FT-ratio of stoichio-

metric PZT solid solutions (53/47).

Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction patterns of undoped PZT solid solutions

with different Zr/Ti-ratios.
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tetragonal modi®cation was calculated using the

following equation:

Vuc � a2 ?c �3�
In comparison to undoped samples the c/a-ratio as

well as the Vuc starts to increase with La-doping. It

could be observed that the c/a-ratio reaches its

maximum of 2.4% for La-concentrations of

0.5 mole-%. Increasing amounts of additives lead to

a continuous decrease of tetragonality to 1.013 for

8 mole-% La-containing samples which is 1%

smaller in comparison to undoped PZT (Fig. 7).

A similar behavior could be observed for the Vuc

of the FT-phase. In comparison to undoped samples

an increase of the Vuc could be found for La-

concentrations 5 1 mole-% whereas higher La-

contents lead to a continuous decrease (Fig. 7). The

maximum Vuc was 67.52 A3 for the 0.1 and 0.2 mole-

% La-containing samples which means an increase of

0.07% in comparison to undoped samples (Table 1).

Further X-ray diffraction investigations were

related to the in¯uence of La-content on the Curie-

temperature �TC�. The measurements were performed

on undoped and doped samples in the temperature

range of 30±400�C with a Guinier diffractometer.

Figure 8 shows as an example a temperature

dependent phase transition of the FT- and FR-

modi®cation in the paraelectric PC-modi®cation in

the angle range of 43� � 2Y� 46� for a 1 mole-% La-

containing sample. The temperature difference

between each diffraction pattern is 15�C and the

detected phase transition occurred at 362�C. Below

the corresponding TC both the FT-phase and the FR-

phase are stable. Rising the temperature above TC

results in a phase transition of the FT- and FR-phase

into the PC-phase which could be seen clearly by the

disappearance of the overlapping FT�200�-, FT�002�- and

FR�200�-peaks and the detection of the PC�200� (Fig. 8).

The reversible and continuous nature of the phase

transition is demonstrated in Fig. 9 for a 4 mole-%

La-containing sample revealing a phase transition

at 270�C ��15�C�: However, due to the limited

resolution of the diffraction patterns it was not

possible to detect a possible hysteresis during the

heating and/or cooling process (Table 2).

Similar to the behavior of the tetragonality and Vuc,

the Curie-temperature for samples with low additive

contents (51 mole-% La) was higher than for

undoped samples. For La-concentrations of 0.5 and

Table 1. c/a-ratios and volume of the unit cells of La-containing

stoichiometric PZT

Additive content La La La La Vuc

[mole-%] aT [AÊ ] cT [AÊ ] aR [AÊ ] cT/aT [A3]

0 4.041 4.132 4.077 1.023 67.47

0.1 4.041 4.135 4.081 1.023 67.52

0.2 4.041 4.135 4.080 1.023 67.52

0.5 4.040 4.136 4.081 1.024 67.51

1 4.040 4.133 4.085 1.023 67.46

2 4.043 4.125 4.086 1.020 67.43

3 4.045 4.120 4.086 1.019 67.41

4 4.044 4.113 4.083 1.017 67.26

6 4.046 4.105 4.079 1.015 67.20

8 4.042 4.096 4.068 1.013 66.92

Fig. 8. X-ray diffraction patterns of a temperature dependent

phase transition from FT and FR in PC at 362�C.

Fig. 7. c/a-ratio and volume of the unit cells of undoped and La-

containing samples.
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1.0 mole-% the observed TC was 380 and 375�C,

respectively whereras a continuous decrease could

be observed for La-concentrations 4 1 mole-%

(Fig. 10).

3.3. Electromechanical Properties

Figure 11 shows the relative dielectric constant er for

undoped and La-doped PZT with and without PbO

excess ( poled and unpoled) after sintering at 1200�C
for 2 h. The stoichiometric unpoled and poled

samples show always a higher er than the PbO

excess ones (Table 3). In general it could be observed

that the er increase with increasing additive content

and starts to decrease for La-concentrations

46 mole-%. A comparison of doped unpoled and

poled samples clearly shows higher er values for the

poled PZT �ep
r � ceramics which could be observed

independent of the PbO content (except the 0.2 and

0.5 mole-% La-containing stoichiometric and PbO

excess samples). However, for the undoped samples

the unpoled er �eun
r �were higher than the ep

nones (Table

3). The highest er of the poled samples could be

detected for 4 and 6 mole-% La-concentrations (1529

and 1558, respectively) whereas the unpoled samples

show er values of 1337 and 1410 for the same additive

concentrations.

The coupling factor always revealed higher kp for

the stoichiometric samples in comparison to the PbO

excess containing samples. The highest values were

measured for 1 and 2 mole-% La-content (0.67)

whereas samples containing the same additive

concentration but PbO excess only showed a kp of

0.57 and 0.62, respectively (Fig. 12). Stoichiometric

samples as well as the PbO excess containing samples

show a decrease of kp with La-contents 4 2 mole-%

(Table 4).

Figure 13 shows the in¯uence of PbO and the

additive content on the TC and the broadening of the

peak of the dielectric constant. Obviously, the relative

dielectric constant decreases signi®cantly with high

La-concentrations and reveals approximately 28,000

for samples with 2 mole-% La-content in comparison

to 10,500 for samples containing 6 mole-% La.

Simultaneously, the broadening of the peak increase

for the higher doped samples. However, no signi®cant

in¯uence on the TC could be observed by sintering

with an initial PbO excess (Fig. 13, Table 4).

Fig. 9. X-ray diffraction patterns of a reversible phase transition

of a 4 mole-% La-containing PZT ceramic revealing the phase

transition at 270�C.

Table 2. In¯uence of the La-concentration on the Curie-temperature

Additive content

[mole-% La] 0 0.1 0.5 1 2 3 4 6 8

Zr/Ti 53/47 33/47 53/47 53/47 53/47 53/47 53/47 53/47 53/47

Tc [�C] 370 375 380 362 324 299 270 232 195

Fig. 10. In¯uence of the La-content on the Curie-temperature.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Microstructure and X-ray Diffraction
Analyses

The relative density reveals a higher porosity for

samples containing low La additions (0.1 and

0.2 mole-%) compared to undoped or � 0.5 mole-%

containing ones. This phenomenon can be explained

in terms of vacancy concentrations, which control the

volume diffusion during densi®cation. In thermo-

dynamic equilibrium a certain number of Pb-

vacancies exist in undoped materials; impurities

in the raw materials as well as the pick-up of

impurities during powder processing will further

increase these ``equilibrium'' vacancy concentration.

The Pb-vacancy concentrations in undoped PZT is

high enough to obtain the observed high densi®cation

rate [20] with a resulting ®nal relative density of

95.5% (Fig. 1). For specimens with low additive

contents the number of vacancies will be partly

compensated by the additive. Therefore the volume

diffusion decreases and a lower relative density

results (approximately 88%). The observed micro-

structural development is in good agreement with the

results obtained from the X-ray diffraction analyses. It

could be stated that the FT-phase content was higher

for samples containing lower La-concentrations of 0.1

to 0.5 mole-% compared to samples with additive

contents of 1 to 3 mole-% La. Furthermore the lower

doped samples reveal a higher c/a-ratio, Vuc and TC

than the undoped and higher doped ones. This

behavior can also be attributed to the decrease in

vacancy concentration which ®nally causes a stabili-

zation of the perovskite structure. Higher additive

contents (� 0.5 mole-% La) will create a signi®cant

amount of Pb-vacancies in order to achieve the

electroneutrality condition and the volume diffusion

and corresponding ®nal densities 4 98% are

enhanced. Consequently, the structure is highly

disturbed leading to the observed lower c/a-ratios,

Vuc and Curie-temperatures. From crystal chemistry

Fig. 11. Relative dielectric constant of poled and unpoled

stoichiometric and PbO excess containing PZT.

Table 3. Dielectric constants of poled and unpoled La-containing and undoped PZT

Stoichiometric 3 mole-% PbO excess

La-content mole-% eun
r ep

r ep
r ÿ eun

r eun
r ep

r ep
rÿun

r

0 (Zr/Ti 53/47) 666 589 77 840 637 203

0.2 918 871 47 Ð Ð Ð

0.5 1086 1256 170 955 925 30

1 1134 1390 256 1118 1140 22

2 1203 1432 229 1141 1191 50

3 1238 1405 167 1236 1324 88

4 1337 1529 192 1327 1433 106

6 1410 1558 148 Ð Ð Ð

8 1330 1366 36 Ð Ð Ð

Fig. 12. In¯uence of La-content and PbO excess on the coupling

factor kp.
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a ferroelectric tetragonal PZT-structure consists of

partially covalent bonded Ti�Zr�22O chains which

form ordered dipoles oriented in one of the three axes.

Additionally Pb2� coordinates with four O2ÿ ions [21]

and the oxygen atoms are more displaced from their

original position in the cubic lattice. Simultaneously

the polarization increases because of the additional

contribution of the PbO dipoles and the polarization

aligns with the h001i-direction. In the rhombohedral

modi®cation the Pb2� coordinates with three oxygen

atoms leading to minor signi®cance of the Ti�Zr�22O

chains for the ferroelectricity as a result of the reduced

titanium content. The polarization aligns with the

h111i-direction in which alternating TiO3 and PbO3

dipoles are formed [21]. An addition of La creates not

only PbO-vacancies, but substitutes also Pb-ions and

La22O bondings will partially replace Pb22O bond-

ings. Due to the smaller electronegativity of the La3�-

ions in comparison to the Pb2�-ions which is 1.1 and

2.33, respectively [22], the oxygen atoms are less

displaced and the contribution of the LaO dipoles on

the polarizability is smaller. As a consequence, the

tetragonality and Vuc decrease with increasing La-

content (� 0.5 mole-%) as shown by X-ray diffrac-

tion measurements.

The additive dependency of the grain size shows

the inverse tendency of the relative density plot. The

grain size reveals a maximum for samples with

0.2 mole-% La-additions (Fig. 2). These maximum is

attributed to a higher ratio of the grain growth rate to

the densi®cation rate for samples with small additive

contents. Grain growth occurs only by surface

diffusion and evaporation/condensation. Even if we

assume that both mechanisms will not be changed

signi®cantly within the investigated compositions, a

reduction of the lattice diffusion rate (main densi®ca-

tion mechanism) due to the vacancy compensation

will cause an increase of the ratio of grain growth rate

over densi®cation rate and explains the maximum in

grain size. The reduced grain size for the additive-rich

compositions is attributed to chemical inhomogene-

ities within the PZT grains as pointed out by Hammer

and Hoffmann [20].

4.2. Microstructure and Electromechanical
Properties

With an increase in chemical inhomogeneities and

porosities, the electromechanical properties like

dielectric constant and coupling factor will decrease.

This behavior could be con®rmed for low additive

containing samples (0.1 and 0.2 mole-% La) which

reveal higher porosities (approximatley 12%) (Fig. 1,

Fig. 11 and Fig. 12) as well as for high additive

containing samples (� 4 mole-%) which reveal a

secondary phase [4,20] and a ``hole like'' structure

due to chemical inhomogeneities within the PZT

grains [4,20]. The higher dielectric constant for high

additive containing samples can be explained by the

higher tetragonal phase content due to the shift of the

MPB in direction to Zr-rich compositions. The shift of

the MPB superimpose the chemical inhomogeneities

which leads in general to a decrease of er. The

observed er-values are in good agreement with the

results measured by Carl and HaÈrdtl [12] and

Takahashi [23].

The worst electromechanical properties of PbO

excess containing samples (Fig. 11 and Fig. 12) are

related to an amorphous PbO-rich secondary phase.

This secondary phase is formed in accordance to the

Table 4. Coupling factors and TC as a function of La-content and

PbO excess

Stoichiometric

3 mole-% PbO

excess

La-content
[mole-%] TC kp TC kp

0 �Zr/Ti 53/47� 378 0.47 Ð Ð

0.2 374 0.48 Ð Ð

0.5 365 0.64 367 0.55

1 358 0.67 356 0.57

2 335 0.67 320 0.62

3 315 0.64 311 0.58

4 295 0.6 304 0.54

6 248 0.57 Ð Ð

8 208 0.48 Ð Ð

Fig. 13. In¯uence of La-content and PbO excess on the TC and

the width of the peak of the dielectric constant.
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ternary phase diagram of PbO-ZrO2-TiO2 [24] and

was detected by several authors [4,25±27] in PZT

ceramics with an initial PbO excess. Of course, the

higher er for higher additive contents compared to the

undoped and low additive containing ones (0.2 mole-

% La) has also been attributed to a higher domain wall

motion due to a higher Pb-vacancy concentration

[2,15,21].

A good correlation between the chemical inhomo-

geneities and the resulting lower dielectric properties

can be given by temperature depending measurements

of the dielectric constant (Fig. 13). It could be clearly

seen that a higher doped sample (6 mole-% La) reveal

a much lower er at the Curie-temperature than a lower

doped sample (2 mole-% La). Additionally the

broadening of the peak of the dielectric constant for

higher La-concentrations which could be described as

a ``relaxor type'' behavior indicates different Curie-

temperatures for different areas of chemically

inhomogeneous PZT grains.

5. Summary

From the present results a strong relationship could be

deduced among the densi®cation behavior, the

microstructural development, the observed X-ray

diffraction analyses, and the electromechanical prop-

erties. It has been shown that the in¯uence of the

sintering behavior of PZT ceramics containing differ-

ent dopant concentrations is strongly related to the

measured c/a-ratio, Vuc and TC. This behavior could be

explained in terms of crystal and defect chemistry and

it ®ts well with the measured porosities and grain

sizes. Furthermore it was possible to relate the electro-

mechanical data to the observed microstructure.
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Notes

1. PbO Analytical pure: Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany.

2. ZrO2 E101: MEL-Chemicals, Manchester, UK.

3. TiO2 Bayertitan A-Z (Anatas): Bayer AG, Duisburg, Germany.

4. La2-O3 4 99.9%: Ventron, Karlsruhe, Germany.
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